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Article  Sizes  Model  pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
ET16x21  16x21 cm glove      10    400   400
ET30x50  30x50 cm guest towel      5    150   150
ET50x100 50x100 cm hand towel      5     60    60
ET70x140 70x140 cm bath towel      5     30    30
ET100x150 100x150 cm maxi bath towel      2     20    20

Article  Sizes  Model  pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
SB30x50  30x50 cm guest towel     5     150   150
SB50x100 50x100 cm hand towel     5      50    50
SB70x140 70x140 cm bath towel     5      25    25

Economy towels are the lightest towels in our bathroom 
collection. They have a smooth border that is ideal for 
personalisation with fine embroidery or transfer print. They 
are soft, absorbent and durable.

These towels are personalised with a process called 
sublimation. Your logo or design is applied to the border of 
the towel. Choose your own size and colors that will best 
represent your brand.

Our economy towels are made with 100 % cotton and 360 
gsm terry. The fabric is highly absorbent, light and soft to the 
touch. Choose between 11 different colors.

Our sublim towels are made of 100 % cotton and 400 gsm 
terry with a polyester border. The fabric is highly absorbent 
and soft to the touch.

CHOOSE BETWEEN 11 LOVELY COLORS

003 
sand

086 
poppy red

167 
navy blue

082 
sunny orange

162 
royal blue

222 
antracite grey

001 
white

084
paprika red

023 
brilliant yellow

159
blue caracao

177 
lagoon green

Personalization: embroidery and transfer print.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with embroidery or printed to your custom made 
towel.

Place of use: bathroom, kitchen, swimming pool or professional applications (hairdresser, hotel...)

Personalization: sublimation.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with sublimation.

Place of use: bathroom, kitchen, swimming pool or professional applications (hairdresser, hotel...)

Choose between 5 sizes, from the smallest 30x50 to the biggest 100x150 cm. Available also as a washing glove.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the towel. 
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

Choose between 3 sizes, from the smallest 30x50 to the biggest 70x140 cm. 
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the towel. 
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

STANDARD MATERIAL
terry 360 gsm

100 % COTTON
with printable polyester border

STANDARD MATERIAL
terry 400 gsm

MATERIAL & COLORS MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

Economy towels Sublim towels
100 % COTTON
PLEASANT, COMFY, ABSORBENT TOWELS FOR EVERYDAY’S USE

WITH POLYESTER BORDER
PLEASANT, COMFY, ABSORBENT TOWELS FOR EVERYDAY’S USE

100% COTTON 100% COTTON

TRANSFER PRINT SUBLIMATIONEMBROIDERY

CHOOSE BETWEEN 6 LOVELY COLORS

020 
light yellow

165 
marine blue

084 
paprika red

001 
white

143 
baby blue

050 
baby rose
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Article  Sizes  Model   pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
HT50x70  50x70 cm bath mat       5      45    45
HT30x50  30x50 cm guest towel      10     160   160
HT50x100 50x100 cm hand towel       5      50    50
HT70x140 70x140 cm bath towel       5      25    25
HT100x150 100x150 cm maxi bath towel       3      15    15

Article  Sizes  Model  pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
CT30x50  30x50 cm guest towel     10    200   200
CT50x100 50x100 cm hand towel      5     50    50
CT70x140 70x140 cm bath towel      5     25    25
CT100x160 100x160 cm maxi bath towel      3     18    18

These towels are custom made, specifically for professional 
use - in hotels, hair salons, spas, wellness centers. Resistant 
to many washings, hotel towels are truly long lasting. This is 
our only towel product that comes with a bath mat as well.

As the name suggests these are classic towels that every 
home could use! They come in a wide variety of colors. 
Personalise your own towels either with fine embroidery or 
transfer print. Choose your own colors and sizes.

Our hotel towels are made with 100 % cotton and 450 gsm 
terry material. The fabric is highly absorbent and soft to the 
touch, with striped border. Hotel towels are only available in 
white.

Our classic towels are made with 100 % cotton and 450 gsm 
terry material. The fabric is highly absorbent and soft to the 
touch, with ribbed border. Choose between 21 vibrant colors.

ONE COLOR

001
white

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with embroidery to your custom made towel.

Place of use: bathroom, kitchen, swimming pool or professional applications (hairdresser, hotel...)

Personalization: embroidery and transfer print.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with embroidery or printed to your custom made towel.

Place of use: bathroom, kitchen, swimming pool or professional applications (hairdresser, hotel...)

Choose between 5 sizes, from the smallest 30x50 to the biggest 100x150 cm. 
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the towel. 
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

Choose between 4 sizes, from smallest 30x50 cm to biggest 100x160 cm. 
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the towel. 
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

STANDARD MATERIAL
terry 450 gsm

STANDARD MATERIAL
terry 450 gsm

MATERIAL & COLORS
MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

Hotel towels Classic towels
100 % COTTON
LONG LASTING TOWELS WITH DOUBLE STITCHES

WITH POLYESTER BORDER
PLEASANT, COMFY, ABSORBENT TOWELS FOR EVERYDAY’S USE

100% COTTON

100% COTTON

EMBROIDERY
TRANSFER PRINTEMBROIDERY

CHOOSE BETWEEN 21 LOVELY COLORS

002
ivory

160
aqua

050
baby rose

175
lime

084
paprika red

224
black

020
light yellow

165
marine blue

082
sunny orange

222
antracite grey

124
purple

001
white

143
baby blue

023
brilliant yellow

174
green

004
dark sand

162
royal blue

053
fuxia

204
bottle green

105
bordeaux

234
cocoa chocolate
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Article  Sizes  Model   pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
PS30x50  30x50 cm guest towel      10     150   150
PS50x100 50x100 cm hand towel       5      40    40
PS70x140 70x140 cm bath towel       5      20    20
PS100x150 100x150 cm maxi bath towel       3      15    15
  

Article  Sizes  Model  pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
IN30x50  30x50 cm guest towel     10    120   120
IN50x100 50x100 cm hand towel      5     40    40
IN70x140 70x140 cm bath towel      5     20    20
IN100x150 100x150 cm maxi bath towel      2     14    15

Premium sport towels come with a hook, so it is easy to 
hang them up. They can be personalised either with transfer 
print or fine embroidery. Choose your own color and size. 
Thick and soft towels made with 100% cotton. 

The thickest towel in our bathroom collection. Inflame 
towels come in beautiful mediterranean colors. Personalise 
your custom made towels with fine embroidery.

Our premium sport towels are made of 100 % cotton and 500 
gsm terry material. The fabric is highly absorbent andsoft to 
touch, with a compact border.

Our inflame towels are made with 100 % cotton and 550 gsm 
terry material. The fabric is highly absorbent and soft to the 
touch, with an elegant border. Choose between 9 different 
colors.

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with embroidery to your custom made towel.

Place of use: bathroom, kitchen, swimming pool or professional applications (hairdresser, hotel...)

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with fine embroidery.

Place of use: bathroom, kitchen, swimming pool or professional applications (hairdresser, hotel...)

Choose between 4 sizes, from smallest 30x50 cm to biggest 100x150 cm. 
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the towel. 
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

Choose between 4 sizes, from the smallest 30x50 cm to the biggest 100x150 cm.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the towel. 
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside.

Delivery time:
on stock

STANDARD MATERIAL
terry 500 gsm STANDARD MATERIAL

terry 550 gsm

MATERIAL & COLORS MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

Premium sport towels Inflame towels
100 % COTTON
SPORTS AND ELEGANT LOOK AND COMES WITH A HOOK 

100 % ORGANIC COTTON
BEAUTIFUL MEDITERRANEAN COLORS, SOFT AND COMFY

100% COTTON 100% COTTON

SUBLIMATIONEMBROIDERY

CHOOSE BETWEEN 8 LOVELY COLORS CHOOSE BETWEEN 9 LOVELY COLORS

005
light brown

994
provence blue

165
marine blue

087
jester red

084
paprika red

996
lavander

224
black

173
rustical green

223
shale taupe

001
white

001
white

160
aqua

997
antique sand

083
orange

995
antique grey

175
lime

167
navy blue
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Article  Sizes  Model   pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
DC50x100 50x100 cm hand towel       5      40    40
DC70x140 70x140 cm bath towel       5      20    20
DC100x150 100x150 cm maxi bath towel       3      15    15

Article  Sizes  pcs/ poly  pcs / box  moq
TB70x140 70x140 cm      1       20    20

Unique looking towels made with two colors. For 
sophisticated promotion. Choose your own colors and sizes 
and personalise them with fine embroidery. 

A nice terry bag that unfolds into a bath or beach towel 
-  a double exposure for your brand’s logo! A great and 
always surprising promotional towel.

Our double color towels are made of 100 % cotton and 500 
gsm terry. The fabric is highly absorbent and soft to the touch. 
Choose between 4 different color combinations. 

Our unicolor towel bags are made of 100 % cotton and 360 
gsm terry material. The fabric is highly absorbent and soft to 
the touch. Choose between 11 vibrant colors.

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with embroidery to your custom made towel.

Place of use: bathroom, kitchen, swimming pool or professional applications (hairdresser, hotel...)

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with fine embroidery to your custom made towel bags

Place of use: bathroom, beach, swimming pool or professional applications (wellness, spa...)

Choose between 3 sizes, from the smallest 50x100 to the biggest 100x150 cm. 
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the towel. 
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

One size is available, it is 70x140 cm
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the towel. 
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

STANDARD MATERIAL
terry 500 gsm STANDARD MATERIAL

terry 360 gsm

MATERIAL & COLORS MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES
SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

Double color towels Unicolor towel bags
100 % COTTON
SOFT, SMART, PLEASANT, SOPHISTICATED TOWELS

100 % COTTON
HIGHLY PRACTICAL -  A TOWEL AND A BAG IN ONE

100% COTTON 100% COTTON

EMBROIDERY EMBROIDERY

CHOOSE BETWEEN 4 LOVELY COLORS

902
dark blue-captain’s blue

904
pristine-chateau grey

901
white-captain’s blue

903
paprika red-captain’s blue

CHOOSE BETWEEN 11 LOVELY COLORS

003 
sand

086 
poppy red

167 
navy blue

082 
sunny orange

162 
royal blue

222 
antracite grey

001 
white

084
paprika red

023 
brilliant yellow

159 
blue caracao

177 
lagoon green
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B A T H T R O B E S



Our terry bathrobes are very absorbent and durable. They 
have a comfortable shawl around the neck and are perfect 
for use at home or at the pool and spa.

100 % COTTON
PLEASANT, COMFY, SOFT AND WARM

Specially designed material that dries very quickly. 
The bathrobe comes with a hood and it’s very 
durable. Perfect for bathrooms and spas. Personalise 
it with embroidery.

Hooded bathrobes
100 % COTTON
PLEASANT, COMFY, SOFT AND WARM

Bathrobes with shawl collar

Sizes pcs/ poly  pcs / box  moq 
S/M       1      10    10  unisex
L/XL       1      10    10  unisex
XXL       1      10    10  unisex
  

Sizes pcs/ poly  pcs / box  moq 
S/M      1      10    10  women
L/XL      1      10    10  women
S/M      1      10    10  men
L/XL      1      10    10  men

Made with 100 % cotton in 360 gsm terry material. The fabric 
is highly absorbent and soft to the touch. Choose between 11 
colors.

Our quick dry bathrobes are made with 100 % cotton in 360 
gsm terry material. The fabric is highly absorbent and soft to 
the touch. Choose between 11 different colors.

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied to your bathrobe with fine embroidery.

Place of use: perfect at home, for saunas, wellness and spas...

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied to your bathrobes with fine embroidery.

Place of use: perfect at home, for saunas, wellness and spas...

Our unisex design is available in 3 sizes.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 10 pieces.
Each bathrobe is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your bathrobe, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

Available for both men and women in two sizes: S/M and L/XL.
Minimum order quantity is 10 pieces.
Each bathrobe is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your bathrobe, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

terry 360 gsm

MATERIAL & COLORS MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES
SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

100% COTTON

100% COTTON

EMBROIDERYEMBROIDERY

CHOOSE BETWEEN 11 LOVELY COLORS CHOOSE BETWEEN 11 LOVELY COLORS

003 
sand

003 
sand

086 
poppy red

086 
poppy red

167 
navy blue

167 
navy blue

082 
sunny orange

082 
sunny orange

162 
royal blue

162 
royal blue

222 
antracite grey

222 
antracite grey

001 
white

001 
white

084
paprika red

084
paprika red

023 
brilliant yellow

023 
brilliant yellow

159 
blue caracao

159 
blue caracao

177 
lagoon green

177 
lagoon green
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Elegant and practical sauna bathrobes with a special relief 
weaving. They have a soft shawl collar and are very durable. 
Personalise your own bathrobe with some fine embroidery.

100 % COTTON 
PLEASANT, COMFY, SOFT AND WARM

Practical, elegant and highly absorbent. Waffle 
bathrobes come with a hood and are perfect for a 
visit at the spa or sauna, as well as for home use.

Waffle bathrobes
100 % COTTON
PLEASANT, COMFY, SOFT AND WARM

Sauna bathrobes

Sizes pcs/ poly  pcs / box  moq 
S/M       1      10    10  women
L/XL       1      10    10  women
S/M       1      10    10  men
L/XL       1      10    10  men

Sizes pcs/ poly  pcs / box  moq 
S/M      1       10    10  women
L/XL      1       10    10  women
S/M      1       10    10  men
L/XL      1       10    10  men

Our sauna bathrobes are made with 100 % cotton in 420 gsm 
terry material. The fabric is highly absorbent and soft to the 
touch. Available in white and ivory color.

Made with 100 % cotton in a 250 gsm waffle fabric. They are 
very durable and soft to the touch. Choose between a white or 
ivory color.

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied to your bathrobes with fine embroidery.

Place of use: perfect at home, for saunas, wellness and spas...

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied to your bathrobes with fine embroidery.

Place of use: perfect at home, for saunas, wellness and spas...

Available for both men and women, in two sizes: S/M and L/XL.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 10 pieces.
Each bathrobe is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your bathrobe, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

Available for both men and women, in two sizes: S/M and L/XL.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 10 pieces.
Each bathrobe is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your bathrobe, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

terry 420 gsm
waffle 250 gsm

MATERIAL & COLORS MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES
SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

100% COTTON 100% COTTON
CHOOSE BETWEEN 2 LOVELY COLORS CHOOSE BETWEEN 2 LOVELY COLORS

002
ivory

002
ivory

001
white

001
white

EMBROIDERYEMBROIDERY
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A unique looking bathrobe that comes with a hood. Elegant 
and very durable. Personalise your own bathrobe with some 
fine embroidery and share a practical gift with your clients.

100 % COTTON  
PLEASANT, COMFY, SOFT AND WARM

Get your clients to start and end the day with your 
practical promotional products! Beautiful homerobes 
with velour finishing and a soft shawl collar. Great for 
at home use, at any time of the day. Very comfortable 
and durable.

Unicolor fleece homerobes
100 % COTTON  
PLEASANT, COMFY, SOFT AND WARM

Double color bathrobes

Sizes pcs/ poly  pcs / box  moq 
S/M       1      10    10  women
L/XL       1      10    10  women
S/M       1      10    10  men
L/XL       1      10    10  men

Sizes pcs/ poly  pcs / box  moq 
S/M      1      10    10 ladies
L/XL      1      10                  10 ladies

Our double color bathrobes are made with 100 % cotton in 
500 gsm terry material. The fabric is highly absorbent and soft 
to the touch. Choose between 2 color combinations.

Our coral fleece homerobes are made with 100 % coral 
fleece in 280 gsm. They are extremely soft and warm. Choose 
between 8 colors.

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied to your bathrobes 
with fine embroidery.

Place of use: perfect at home, for saunas, wellness and spas...

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied to your bathrobes 
with fine embroidery.

Place of use: perfect at home

Available for both men and women, in two sizes: S/M and L/XL.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 10 pieces.
Each bathrobe is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your bathrobe, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

Ladies model, available in two sizes: S/M and L/XL.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 10 pieces.
Each homerobe is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your homerobe, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

terry 500 gsm coral fleece 280 gsm

MATERIAL & COLORS MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES
SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

100% COTTON CORAL FLEECE
CHOOSE BETWEEN 2 LOVELY COLORS

902 
dark blue-captain’s blue

904 
pristine-chateau grey

CHOOSE BETWEEN 8 LOVELY COLORS

087
jester red

220
rustical grey

167
navy blue

223
shale taupe

001
white

173 
ustical green

144
soft blue

221
light grey

EMBROIDERYEMBROIDERY
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Sizes  moq 
S/M  10 ladies
L/XL  10 ladies

Sizes  moq 
S/M    10  ladies
L/XL    10  ladies
S/M    10  men
L/XL    10  men

Get your clients to start and end the day with your practical 
promotional products! Beautiful homerobes with velour 
finishing and a soft shawl collar. Great for at home use, at 
any time of the day. Very comfortable and durable.

There is almost no limit in creating a design for a printed 
fleece homerobes. Its smooth surface allows us to print even 
the smallest of details... That is why we can print almost any 
design on. You can choose any pantone color for your design, 
as many as you want.

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our disperse printing technology that creates a very 
sharp resolution - up to 720dpi. Feel free to create your 
best design and we will print it on your new printed fleece 
homerobes.

Our coral fleece homerobes are made with 100 % coral fleece 
in 280 gsm. They are extremely soft and warm. 

Ladies model, available in two sizes: S/M and L/XL.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 50 pieces.
Each homerobe is folded inside a polybag and safely packed 
in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 13 kg, 
and on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of 
your homerobe, along with the number of pieces inside the 
box. 

Delivery time:
4-6 weeks

Ladies model, available in two sizes: S/M and L/XL.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 50 pieces.

coral fleece 280 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN

MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Sizes pcs/ poly  pcs / box 
S/M       1       10  ladies
L/XL       1       10  ladies

Sizes pcs/ poly  pcs / box 
S/M       1       10  ladies
L/XL       1       10  ladies
S/M       1       10  men
L/XL       1       10  men

Printed fleece homerobes
100 % CORAL FLEECE  
PLEASANT, LUXURY AND SOFT, CUSTOM-MADE

Get your clients to start and end the day with your 
practical promotional products! Beautiful bathrobes 
with velour finishing and a soft shawl collar. Great for 
at home use, at any time of the day. Very comfortable 
and durable.

There is almost no limit in creating a design for a printed 
bathrobes. Its smooth surface allows us to print even the 
smallest of details... That is why we can print almost any 
design on. You can choose any pantone color for your design, 
as many as you want.

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our reactive printing technology that creates a very sharp 
resolution - up to 720dpi. Feel free to create your best design 
and we will print it on your new printed bathrobes.

Our printed bathrobes are made with 100 % cotton in 360 
gsm velour. They are pleasant, soft and warm. 

Ladies model, available in two sizes: S/M and L/XL.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 50 pieces.
Each bathrobe is folded inside a polybag and safely packed 
in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 13 kg, 
and on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of 
your homerobe, along with the number of pieces inside the 
box. 

Delivery time:
4-6 weeks

Ladies model, available in two sizes: S/M and L/XL.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 50 pieces.

velour 360  gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN

MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Printed bathrobes
100 % COTTON  
PLEASANT, LUXURY AND SOFT, CUSTOM-MADE

100% COTTON

PHOTOGRAPHIES

LOGOS

ILLUSTRATIONS

PANTONES

PHOTOGRAPHIES

LOGOS

ILLUSTRATIONS

PANTONES

CORAL FLEECE
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Article  Sizes  pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
WT40x60 40x60 cm       5     250   250
WT50x70 50x70 cm       5     150   150
WTFI70  fi 70 cm        5      70    70

Article  Sizes  pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
CA40x60  40x60 cm      5     250   250
CA50x70  50x70 cm      5     150   150
CAFI40x60 fi 70 cm       5     150   150

A cleaning and drying cloth, ideal for hanging 
right next to the sink. Waffle material is very 
absorbent and durable. Choose between two 
different shapes and create your own colorful 
kitchen towel. Personalization possible with 
fine embroidery.

Smooth surface towels that are highly durable and absorbent, made 
for drying hands and dishes…
Choose your own color, shape and size. Round kitchen towels come 
with a hook for hanging by the sink. Promote your brand with a 
practical gift and take advantage of our fine embroidery.

Our waffle towels are made with 100 % cotton in 250 gsm. 
The fabric is highly absorbent, soft and quick drying. Choose 
between a white and ivory color.

Our canvas kitchen towels are made of 100 % cotton -  canvas 
fabric in 220 gsm. The fabric is highly absorbent and quick 
drying. Choose between 11 vibrant colors. 

CHOOSE BETWEEN 11 LOVELY COLORS

002
ivory

160
aqua

175
lime

082
sunny orange

165
marine blue

224
black

001
white

084
paprika red

023
brilliant yellow

162
royal blue

223
shale taupe

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with fine embroidery to your custom made towel.

Place of use: perfect for homes, kitchens, restaurants and bars...

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied to your towels 
with fine embroidery .

Place of use: perfect for homes, kitchens, restaurants and 
bars...

Choose between 3 different sizes, fi 70 is the waffle towel with a round shape.

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size and shape of the towel. 
Towels are folded in sets of 5 within a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 13 kg, 
and on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

Choose between 3 different sizes, fi70 is the kitchen towel with a round shape.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the kitchen towel.
Towels are folded in sets of 5 within a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

STANDARD MATERIAL
waffle 250 gsm

STANDARD MATERIAL
canvas 220 gsm

MATERIAL & COLORS MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE
PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

Waffle kitchen towels Unicolor kitchen towels
100 % COTTON
VERY ABSORBENT AND DURABLE

100 % COTTON
MADE FOR DRYING HANDS AND DISHES

100% COTTON 100% COTTON
CHOOSE BETWEEN 2 LOVELY COLORS

EMBROIDERY TRANSFER PRINTEMBROIDERY

002
ivory

001
white
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Article  Sizes  Model   pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
CAA60x80 60x80 cm neck with pocket        5     250   250
CAW60x35 60x35 cm lady waist with pocket       5     150   150
CAW60x80 60x80 cm men  waist with pocket       5     150   150

Article  Sizes  Model  pcs / box  moq
CA37x28  37x28 cm slipper bag     100  100
CA35x50  35x50 cm gift bag S      60   60
CA50x70  50x70 cm gift bag M      40   40
CA75x90  75x90 cm gift bag L      20   20

With adjustable straps around the neck and waist, these aprons are 
perfect for everyone, especially for people who love to spend time in 
the kitchen and the ones who work in restaurants. But let’s not forget 
other messy activities like cleaning, painting and being creative in 
other ways... These aprons are a really sweet promotional gift.
Use embroidery to personalise this product or check out our printed 
aprons to apply a unique design.

Design your own multipurpose bags, for gifting your clients or 
for storing belongings - from food to shoes and all kinds of other 
accesories... These bags are highly durable! Personalise them with fine 
embroidery of your brand’s logo or an interesting text.

Our aprons are made with 100 % cotton -  canvas material 
in 220 gsm. The fabric is highly absorbent and quick drying. 
Choose between 11 different colors.

Our multipurpose bags are made with 100 % cotton -  canvas 
material in 220 gsm. The fabric is highly durable. Choose 
between 11 different colors.

Personalization: embroidery and transfer print.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with embroidery 
to your custom made aprons.

Place of use: perfect for homes, kitchens, restaurants and 
bars...

Personalization: embroidery and transfer print.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with embroidery 
to your custom made towel.

Place of use: perfect for storing food, clothes, shoes or other 
belongings...

Choose between the unisex apron and the waist apron for ladies or for men.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the shape and size.
Aprons are folded in sets of 5 within a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your apron, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

Choose between 2 different models (slippers bags and gift bags) and 3 different sizes of gift bags (small, medium, large).

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the multipurpose bag.
They are stored within a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top there 
will be a sticker with the name and size of your bags, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

STANDARD MATERIAL
canvas 220 gsm

STANDARD MATERIAL
canvas 220 gsm

MATERIAL & COLORS MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

Unicolor aprons
Unicolor multipurpose bags

100 % COTTON
SWEET APRONS FOR ENJOYABLE MOMENTS

100 % COTTON
HIGHLY DURABLE FOR STORING THINGS

100% COTTON 100% COTTON

TRANSFER PRINTEMBROIDERY TRANSFER PRINTEMBROIDERY

CHOOSE BETWEEN 11 LOVELY COLORSCHOOSE BETWEEN 11 LOVELY COLORS

002
ivory

002
ivory

160
aqua

160
aqua

175
lime

175
lime

082
sunny orange

082
sunny orange

165
marine blue

165
marine blue

224
black

224
black

001
white

001
white

084
paprika red

084
paprika red

023
brilliant yellow

023
brilliant yellow

162
royal blue

162
royal blue

223
shale taupe

223
shale taupe
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Article  Sizes  MOQ
PRCA40x60 40x60 cm 500 pcs
PRCA50x70 50x70 cm 500 pcs

Article  Size  MOQ
PRCAA60x80 60x80 cm 250 pcs

Smooth surface towels that are highly durable and 
absorbent, made for drying hands and dishes…
Choose your own shape and size. Round kitchen towels 
come with a hook for hanging by the sink. Design a unique 
kitchen towel and promote your brand with a practical gift 
that everyone will love using.

There is almost no limit in creating a design for a canvas 
kitchen towel. Its smooth surface allows us to print even 
the smallest of details... That is why we can print any photo, 
illustration, complex graphics or simple logos on these towels. 
You can choose any pantone color for your design, as many as 
you want.

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our reactive printing technology that creates a very sharp 
resolution - up to 720dpi. Feel free to create your best design 
and we will print it on your new promotional kitchen towels.

All our aprons are made with 100 % cotton, canvas 165 gsm 
material.

They are stored within a polybag and safely packed in a box, 
sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your kitchen 
towels, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
standard material  3-4 weeks
superior material: 4-6 weeks

Choose your own size, smaller 40x60 or bigger 50x70 cm

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 500 pieces. 

STANDARD MATERIAL
canvas 165 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN

MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Sizes  pcs/box
40x60 cm 250 pcs
50x70 cm 150 pcs

Size  pcs/box
60x80 cm 100 pcs

Printed kitchen towels
CUSTOM-MADE ALL OVER PRINTED
100 % COTTON, PIGMENT DIGITAL PRINTING  

100% COTTON

Protective, comfortable and durable garment for 
everyone who loves cooking and creating in other 
ways. Their adjustable straps around the neck and 
waist are perfect for all shapes and sizes. 

There is almost no limit in creating a design for your apron. Its 
smooth surface allows us to print even the smallest of details... 
That is why we can print any photo, illustration, complex 
graphics or simple logos on them. You can choose any 
pantone color for your design, as many as you want.

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our reactive printing technology that creates a very sharp 
resolution - up to 720dpi. Feel free to create your best design 
and we will print it on your new promotional aprons.

All our aprons are made with 100 % cotton, canvas 165 gsm 
material.

They are stored within a polybag and safely packed in a box, 
sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your apron, 
along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time: 3-4 weeks

Our standard size is 60x80 cm, without a pocket. On request 
we can include a pocket or make other sizes as well.

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 250 pcs.

STANDARD MATERIAL
canvas 165 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN

MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Printed aprons
CUSTOM-MADE ALL OVER PRINTED
100 % COTTON, PIGMENT DIGITAL PRINTING  

100% COTTON

PHOTOGRAPHIES

LOGOS

ILLUSTRATIONS

PANTONES

PHOTOGRAPHIES

LOGOS

ILLUSTRATIONS

PANTONES
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Article  Sizes  Model  moq
CA37x28  37x28 cm slipper bag  200
CA35x50  35x50 cm gift bag S  120
CA50x70  50x70 cm gift bag M  120
CA75x90  75x90 cm gift bag L  100

Design your own multipurpose bags, for gifting your clients 
or for storing belongings - from food to shoes and all kinds 
of other accesories... These bags are highly durable! Make 
best design and we will print them.

There is almost no limit in creating a design for your bag. Its 
smooth surface allows us to print even the smallest of details... 
That is why we can print any photo, illustration, complex 
graphics or simple logos on them. You can choose any 
pantone color for your design, as many as you want.

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our reactive printing technology that creates a very sharp 
resolution - up to 720dpi. Feel free to create your best design 
and we will print it on your new promotional bags.

All our bags are made with 100 % cotton, canvas 165 gsm 
material.

They are stored within a polybag and safely packed in a box, 
sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your multi-
purpose bag, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time: 3-4 weeks

Choose between 2 different models (slippers bags and gift 
bags) and 3 different sizes of gift bags (small, medium, large).

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the 
multipurpose bag.
They are stored within a polybag and safely packed in a box, 
sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your bags, 
along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

STANDARD MATERIAL
canvas 165 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN

MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Article  Sizes  pcs / box
CA37x28  37x28 cm     100
CA35x50  35x50 cm      60
CA50x70  50x70 cm      40
CA75x90  75x90 cm      20

Printed multipurpose bags
CUSTOM-MADE ALL OVER PRINTED
100 % COTTON, PIGMENT DIGITAL PRINTING  

100% COTTON

Article  Size  MOQ
PRCA38x42 38x42 cm 200 pcs

With our shopping bags, your customers will enjoy 
shopping and carrying away purchases. They are 
made of 100 % cotton, friendly to people and nature. 

There is almost no limit in creating a design for your shopping 
bags. Its smooth surface allows us to print even the smallest 
of details... That is why we can print any photo, illustration, 
complex graphics or simple logos on them. You can choose 
any pantone color for your design, as many as you want.

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our reactive printing technology that creates a very sharp 
resolution - up to 720dpi. Feel free to create your best design 
and we will print it on your new promotional shopping bags.

All our shopping bags are made with 100 % cotton, canvas 
165 gsm material.

They are stored within a polybag and safely packed in a box, 
sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your apron, 
along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time: 3-4 weeks

Our standard sizes are 2: small 34x42 cm and big 38x42 cm.

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 200 pcs.

STANDARD MATERIAL
canvas 165 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN

MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Article  Size  pcs
PRCA38x42 38x42 cm 60 pcs

Printed shopping bags
CUSTOM-MADE ALL OVER PRINTED
100 % COTTON, PIGMENT DIGITAL PRINTING  

100% COTTON

PHOTOGRAPHIES

LOGOS

ILLUSTRATIONS

PANTONES

PHOTOGRAPHIES

LOGOS

ILLUSTRATIONS

PANTONES
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Article  Sizes  Model  pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
VT90x180 90x180 cm beach towel      1      15    15

Article  Sizes  pcs/ poly  pcs / box  moq
TB70x140 70x140 cm      1       20    20

Velour towels are created using specialized loop cutting 
techniques, resulting in a super soft and luxurious feel. They 
are available in a variety of colors. Your custom made towels 
can be personalised with fine embroidery.

A nice terry bag that unfolds into a bath or beach towel 
-  a double exposure for your brand’s logo! A great and 
always surprising promotional towel.

Our velour towels are made with 100 % cotton and 450 gsm 
velour material. The fabric is of high quality and very soft to 
the touch. Choose between 8 different colors and 2 unique 
color combinations. 

Our unicolor towel bags are made of 100 % cotton and 360 
gsm terry material. The fabric is highly absorbent and soft to 
the touch. Choose between 11 vibrant colors.

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with embroidery to your custom made towel.

Place of use: bathroom, kitchen, swimming pool or professional applications (hairdresser, hotel...)

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with fine embroidery to your custom made towel bags

Place of use: bathroom, beach, swimming pool or professional applications (wellness, spa...)

Velour towels are available in the size of 90x180 cm.
Minimum order quanitity (MOQ) is 15 pieces.
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

One size is available, it is 70x140 cm
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the towel. 
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

STANDARD MATERIAL
velour 450 gsm

STANDARD MATERIAL
terry 360 gsm

MATERIAL & COLORS MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

Velour towels Unicolor towel bags
100 % COTTON  
ELEGANT, SUPER SOFT TOWEL FOR THE BEACH AND POOL

100 % COTTON  
HIGHLY PRACTICAL -  A TOWEL AND A BAG IN ONE

100% COTTON 100% COTTON

EMBROIDERY EMBROIDERY

CHOOSE BETWEEN 11 LOVELY COLORSCHOOSE BETWEEN 10 LOVELY COLORS

003
sand

023
brilliant yellow

086
poppy red

162 
oyal blue

167
navy blue

red mix 082
sunny orange

084
paprika red

162
royal blue

224
black

222
antracite grey

001
white

001
white

084
paprika red

143
baby blue

023
brilliant yellow

082
sunny orange

159
blue caracao

165
marine blue

177
lagoon green

blue mix
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Article  Size  pcs/box  moq
CA45x110 45x110 cm     60    60

Article  Sizes  pcs/ poly  pcs / box  moq
SC70x225 70x225 cm      1       15    15

Uni colored folding seats are made of 100% cotton canvas.
Simple ingredients for a great looking chair that you can 
easily take to the beach. Choose your own color, personalise 
it with fine embroidery and surprise your clients with a 
practical gift!

Extra long towel with 3 big and practical 
pockets in the front. Comes in many different 
colors. Personalise your own sun chair towel 
with fine embroidery.

Our folding chair covers are made with 100 % cotton -  canvas 
material in 220 gsm. The fabric is highly durable. Choose 
between 11 different colors. 

Our sun chair towels are made of 100 % cotton and 360 gsm 
terry material. The fabric is highly absorbent and soft to the 
touch. Choose between 11 vibrant colors.

Personalization: embroidery and transfer print.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with fine embroidery.

Place of use: at the beach, in bars, at sports or music events, at 
swimming pools, for camping...

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with fine embroidery to your custom made towels.

Place of use: bathroom, beach, swimming pool or professional applications (wellness, spa...)

1 standard size available.

Folding chairs are folded in a polybag and packed inside a box in the size of 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on 
top we will put a sticker with the name of your folding chair and number of pieces inside.

Delivery time:
on stock

Available in 1 size, 70x225 cm + 25 cm for pockets.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the towel. 
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

STANDARD MATERIAL
canvas 220 gsm STANDARD MATERIAL

terry 360 gsm

MATERIAL & COLORS MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME and MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

Unicolor folding seats Unicolor sun chair towels
100 % COTTON
PRACTICAL SEATS FOR EVERYONE

100 % COTTON  
EXTRA LONG BEACH TOWEL, PRACTICAL AND SOFT

100% COTTON 100% COTTON

EMBROIDERY

CHOOSE BETWEEN 11 LOVELY COLORS

003
sand

086
poppy red

167
navy blue

082
sunny orange

162
royal blue

222
antracite grey

001
white

084
paprika red

023
brilliant yellow

159
blue caracao

177
lagoon green

CHOOSE BETWEEN 11 LOVELY COLORS

002
ivory

160
aqua

175
lime

082
sunny orange

165
marine blue

224
black

001
white

084
paprika red

023
brilliant yellow

162
royal blue

223
shale taupe

TRANSFER PRINTEMBROIDERY
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Article  Sizes  MOQ
PRT50x100 50x100 cm 200 pcs
PRT70x140 70x140 cm 100 pcs
PRT90x180 90x180 cm 80 pcs

Terry towels are a timeless classic! With their many loops 
of thread they are highly absorbent. A must have item at 
home and at the pool or the beach - it will absorb large 
amounts of water, even after years of usage.

On terry towels we recommend to print simple, colorful 
designs like illustrations and logos. 

You can define your corporate colors using Pantone. Your 
chosen colors and design will be permanently applied with 
our reactive printing technology that creates a very sharp 
resolution - up to 720dpi. 

Feel free to create your best design and we will print it on 
your brand’s new terry towels.

You can choose between 2 different gsm on our superior terry 
material.  All our towels are made with love and 100 % cotton. 

Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in 
a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time: 4-6 weeks

Choose your own size, from the smallest 50x100 cm to the 
biggest 90x180 cm.

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the 
towel. 

SUPERIOR MATERIAL
superior terry 360 gsm
superior terry 480 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Sizes  pcs/box
50x100 cm   50 pcs
70x140 cm   30 pcs
90x180 cm   20 pcs

Printed terry towels
CUSTOM-MADE TOWELS
100 % COTTON, REACTIVE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY  

100% COTTON

LOGOSILLUSTRATIONS PANTONES

Long lasting towels like these will definitely find their 
way into your customers luggage to take on a vacation. 
With a beautiful printed design this towel will be a great 
promotion, at the pool or at the beach in the hot summer 
days.

There is almost no limit in creating a design for a velour towel.

Its smooth surface allows us to print even the smallest of 
details... That is why we can print any photo, illustration, 
complex graphics or simple logos on these towels. You can 
choose any pantone color for your design, as many as you 
want.

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our reactive printing technology that creates a very sharp 
resolution - up to 720dpi.

Feel free to create your best design and we will print it on 
your new promotional velour towels.

Choose between our standard or superior material. *Standard 
material is simpler & cheaper with a short cut velour -thinner, 
slightly harder.
*Superior material is high quality velour with a long cut - 
made with very soft Italian fabric. Both standard and superior 
velour towels have terry material on the other side (for extra 
absorbency). All our towels are made with love and 100 % 
cotton.

Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in 
a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box.

Delivery time:
Standard material 3-4 weeks
Superior material: 4-6 weeks

Choose your own size, from the smallest 30x50 cm to the 
biggest towel 100x200 cm.

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the 
towel. For example for a towel in the size of 70x140 cm the 
MOQ is 100 pieces - for smaller towels the minimum quantity 
is higher than for bigger towels.

STANDARD MATERIALS
standard velour 350 gsm
standard velour 420gsm

SUPERIOR MATERIAL
superior velour 360 gsm
superior velour 450 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Article  Sizes  MOQ
PRV30x50 30x50 cm 600 pcs
PRV50x100 50x100 cm 200 pcs
PRV70x140 70x140 cm 100 pcs
PRV75x150 75x150 cm 100 pcs
PRV100x150 100x150 cm 100 pcs
PRV100x180 100x180 cm  80 pcs
PRV100x200 100x200 cm  80 pcs

Sizes  pcs/box
30x50 cm 200 pcs
50x100 cm  50 pcs
70x140 cm  30pcs
75x150 cm  25 pcs
100x150 cm  20 pcs
100x180 cm  15 pcs
100x200 cm  10 pcs

CUSTOM-MADE TOWELS
100 % COTTON, REACTIVE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY  

100% COTTON

PHOTOGRAPHIES LOGOSILLUSTRATIONS PANTONES

Printed velour towels
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Article  Size  MOQ
PRVAP70x115 70x115 cm 100 pcs

A must have for someone who loves water sports and visits 
the pool or the sea regularly. Let this product represent your 
company’s logo and you can be sure the colors will pop on 
this one! 

Choose any Pantone colors, as many as you want. There is 
almost no limit in creating a design for adult ponchos. Their 
smooth velour surface offers us to print even the smallest of 
details. That is why we can print any hq photo, illustration, 
complex graphics or logos. 

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our reactive printing technology that creates a very 
sharp resolution - up to 720dpi. Feel free to create a beautiful 
design for your adult ponchos!

All our printed adult ponchos are made of 100 % cotton. 
You can choose between our standard or superior material. 
Standard material is simpler & cheaper with a low cut velour 
-thinner, slightly harder material than superior.
Our superior is high quality velour with a high cut - with very 
soft Italian fabric

Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in 
a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
standard material  3-4 weeks
superior material: 4-6 weeks

Adult poncho comes in one size: 70x115 cm and the 
minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 100 pieces.

STANDARD MATERIAL
standard velour 350 gsm
standard velour 420 gsm

SUPERIOR MATERIAL
superior velour 360 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Size  pcs / box
70x115 cm    25 pcs

Printed adult ponchos
CUSTOM-MADE TOWELS
100 % COTTON, REACTIVE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY  

100% COTTON

PHOTOGRAPHIES LOGOSILLUSTRATIONS PANTONES

Article  Sizes  MOQ
PRVTB70X140 70x140 cm 100 pcs
PRVTB100X190 100x180 cm  80 pcs

A custom-made bag that unfolds into a beach towel - a 
double exposure for your brand’s logo! A towel that makes 
great impact on your customers.

Choose any Pantone colors, but keep in mind to use your 
brand’s signature colors if you can. There is almost no limit 
when it comes to creating a design for a velour towel bag. 
On the other hand, towel bags made out of terry material are 
best for simple designs. 

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our reactive printing technology that creates a very sharp 
resolution - up to 720dpi. Feel free to create your best design 
and we will print it on your new towel bags.

You can choose between our standard and superior material. 
*Standard is lighter and cheaper with a short cut velour - 
thinner, harder material.
*Superior material is velour with a long cut - made with very 
soft and high quality Italian fabric. All our towels are made 
with love and 100% cotton.

Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in 
a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
standard material  3-4 weeks       
superior material: 4-6 weeks

Choose your own size, from the smallest 70x140 to the biggest 
100x180 cm.

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of a 
printed towel bag.

STANDARD MATERIAL
standard velour 350 gsm
standard velour 420 gsm

SUPERIOR MATERIAL
superior velour 360 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Sizes  pcs/box
70x140 cm  25 pcs
100x180 cm  15 pcs

Printed towel bags
CUSTOM-MADE TOWELS
100 % COTTON, REACTIVE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY  

100% COTTON

PHOTOGRAPHIES LOGOSILLUSTRATIONS PANTONES
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Article  Size  MOQ
PRCA45x110  45x110 cm 300 pcs

Folding chair seats with your own printed design 
will keep your name around for summer events. 
With these comfortable custom chairs it is a great 
way to get the party started, while also effortlessly 
expose your own logo.

Choose any Pantone colors! There is almost no limit in 
creating a design for a folding chair seat. The smooth surface 
of a canvas offers us to print even the smallest of details. 
That means we can print any hq photo, illustration, complex 
graphics or logos.  

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our reactive printing technology that creates a very sharp 
resolution - up to 720dpi. Feel free to create your best design 
and we will print it on your new folding chair seats.

All folding chair seats are made with 100 % cotton. It’s strong 
canvas material is not stretching, that is why it keep its shape 
after countless uses.

Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on the box there will be a 
sticker with the name and size of your folding chairs along 
with the number of pieces inside.
Minimal order quantity (MOQ) is 300 pieces. 

Delivery time: 3-4 weeks

Size of a folding chair canvas is 45x110 cm. On your request 
we can produce other sizes as well.

Minimum order quantity is 300 pcs.

canvas 165 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Size  pcs/box
45x110 cm   60 pcs

Printed folding seats
CUSTOM-MADE TOWELS
100 % COTTON, REACTIVE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY  

100% COTTON

PHOTOGRAPHIES LOGOSILLUSTRATIONS PANTONES

Article  Size  MOQ
PRVSC70x225 70x225 cm 100 pcs

With 3 front pockets for belongings, this custom 
made sun chair towel is a really practical gift. 
Designers can feel free to create colorful summer 
designs that will make people happy, enthusiastic 
and positive while staying on the beach. 

Choose any Pantone colors, as many as you want. There 
is almost no limit in creating a design for your sun chair 
towels. Their smooth velour surface offers us to print even the 
smallest of details. That is why we can print any hq photo, 
illustration, complex graphics or logos. 

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our reactive printing technology that creates a very 
sharp resolution - up to 720dpi. Feel free to create a beautiful 
design for your new sun chair towels!

You can choose between our standard and superior material. 
*Standard is lighter and cheaper with a short cut velour - 
thinner, harder material.
*Superior material is velour with a long cut - made with very 
soft and high quality Italian fabric. All our towels are made 
with love and 100% cotton.

Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in 
a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
standard material  3-4 weeks
superior material: 4-6 weeks

Size of the towel is 70x225 cm (with 25 cm pockets).
Minimal order quantity (MOQ) is 100 pieces.

STANDARD MATERIAL
standard velour 350 gsm
standard velour 420 gsm

SUPERIOR MATERIAL
superior velour 360 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Size  pcs / box
70x225 cm   20  pcs

Printed sun chair towels
CUSTOM-MADE TOWELS
100 % COTTON, REACTIVE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY  

100% COTTON

PHOTOGRAPHIES LOGOSILLUSTRATIONS PANTONES
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Article  Size  gsm MOQ
JRT30x50 30x50 cm 450 2815 pcs
JRT50x100 50x100 cm 450  840 pcs
JRT70x140 70x140 cm 450  430 pcs
JRT90x160 90x160 cm 450  290 pcs
JRT100x150 100x 150 cm 450  280 pcs
JRT100x180 100x180 cm 450  235 pcs

Article  Size  gsm MOQ
JRV30x50 30x50 cm 450 2520 pcs
JRV50x100 50x100 cm 450  756 pcs
JRV70x140 70x140 cm 450  358 pcs
JRV90x160 90x160 cm 450  262 pcs
JRV100x150 100x 150 cm 450  252 pcs
JRV100x180 100x180 cm 450  210 pcs

Custom made jacquard towel with a personalised border 
where up to 4 colors can be used. The rest of the towel is 
in one color, that can be defined with any official pantone 
color. A delicate way to promote your companies logo!

We recommend simple designs like short text or logos. Your 
brand’s design will be weaved into the border of the towel, 
with up to 4 colors. 

You can choose any Pantone color. Feel free to create a great 
design and we will weave it into your new jacquard towels.

You can choose between different gsm on our superior terry 
or velour material. They are all made with high quality double 
yarn weaving. Very absorbent and durable, made with love 
and 100% cotton. 

Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in 
a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time: 4-6 weeks

Terry

Velour

Choose your own size, from the smallest 30x50 to the biggest 
90x180 cm. Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the 
size, the gsm and the material of a towel (terry or velour). 

TERRY 
from 400 to 600 gsm

VELOUR 
from 400 to 600 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Sizes  gsm pcs/box
30x50 cm 450    150
50x100 cm 450     50
70x140 cm 450     25
90x160 cm 450     20
90x180 cm 450     18
100x 150 cm 450     15
100x180 cm 450     12

Border jacquard towels
CUSTOM-MADE TOWELS
100 % COTTON, FINEST DOUBLE YARN  

100% COTTONLOGOS PANTONES

Article  Size  gsm MOQ
JRT30x50 30x50 cm 450 2815 pcs
JRT50x100 50x100 cm 450 840 pcs
JRT70x140 70x140 cm 450 430 pcs
JRT90x160 90x160 cm 450 290 pcs
JRT100x150 100x 150 cm 450 280 pcs
JRT100x180 100x180 cm 450 235 pcs

Article  Size  gsm MOQ
JRV30x50 30x50 cm 450 2520 pcs
JRV50x100 50x100 cm 450 756 pcs
JRV70x140 70x140 cm 450 358 pcs
JRV90x160 90x160 cm 450 262 pcs
JRV100x150 100x 150 cm 450 252 pcs
JRV100x180 100x180 cm 450 210 pcs

Relief jacquard towels are made with one color. This 
is a special way to promote your brand, with towels 
that look authentic.  They are ideal for simpler 
designs that are permanently weaved into the towel.

We recommend simple designs like logos or short text. 
Design can be applied all over the towel. You can choose any 
Pantone color. Feel free to create your best design and we will 
weave it into your new relief towels.

You can choose between different gsm on our superior terry 
or velour material. They are all made with high quality double 
yarn weaving. Very absorbent and durable, made with love 
and 100% cotton.

Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in 
a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time: 4-6 weeks

Terry

Velour

Choose your own size, from the smallest 30x50 to the biggest 
towel 100x180cm. Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends 
on the size, the gsm (what does gsm mean?) and the material 
(terry or velour). 

TERRY 
from 400 to 600 gsm

VELOUR 
from 400 to 600 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Sizes  gsm pcs/box
30x50 cm 450   150
50x100 cm 450    50
70x140 cm 450    25
90x160 cm 450    20
90x180 cm 450    18
100x 150 cm 450    15
100x180 cm 450    12

Relief jacquard towels
CUSTOM-MADE TOWELS
100 % COTTON, FINEST DOUBLE YARN  

100% COTTONLOGOS PANTONES
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Article  Size  gsm MOQ
JMT30x50 30x50 cm 450 6000 pcs
JMT50x100 50x100 cm 450 1750 pcs
JMT70x140 70x140 cm 450 900 pcs
JMT100x150 100x 150 cm 450 600 pcs
JMT100x180 100x180 cm 450 500 pcs

Article  Size  gsm MOQ
JMV30x50 30x50 cm 450 5400 pcs
JMV50x100 50x100 cm 450 1620 pcs
JMV70x140 70x140 cm 450 820 pcs
JMV100x150 100x 150 cm 450 540 pcs
JMV100x180 100x180 cm 450 450 pcs

Usually weaved in two colors, but possible in more. Your 
design is permanently weaved into the towel.  Apply 
your company’s logo or a beautiful design and receive a 
masterpiece for your customers to take on their summer 
vacations or to the pool. These towels are truly sophisticated. 

You can order your towel in any Pantone color. We 
recommend simple designs like short text or logos. 

Feel free to create your best design and we will weave it into 
your new jacquard towels.

You can choose between different gsm on our superior terry 
or velour material. They are all made with high quality double 
yarn weaving. Very absorbent and durable, made with love 
and 100% cotton.

Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in 
a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time: 4-6 weeks

Terry

Velour

Choose your own size, from the smallest 30x50 to the biggest 
90x180 cm. Minimum order quantity depends on the size, the 
gsm and the material.

TERRY 
from 400 to 600 gsm

VELOUR 
from 400 to 600 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Sizes  gsm pcs/box
30x50 cm 450   150
50x100 cm 450    50
70x140 cm 450    25
90x160 cm 450    20
90x180 cm 450    18
100x 150 cm 450    15
100x180 cm 450    12

Multicolor jacquard towels
CUSTOM-MADE TOWELS
100 % COTTON, FINEST DOUBLE YARN  

100% COTTONLOGOS PANTONES
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Article  Sizes  pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
GT45x45    45x45 cm     10     100  100

These towels are great for any sport, but were developed 
with golfers in mind. They are perfect for the golf course and 
come with a snap ring that allows attaching to a bag, so 
your towel is always there without needing to carry it. 

Our golf towels are made with 100 % cotton and 450 gsm 
velour material. The fabric is of high quality and soft to the 
touch. Choose between 10 different colors.

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with fine embroidery to your custom made towel.

Place of use: for sports

Golf towels are available in one size of 45x45 cm.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 100 pieces.
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

STANDARD MATERIAL
velour 450 gsm

MATERIAL & COLORS

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

Golf towels
100 % COTTON  
ELEGANT, WITH RICH VELOUR FINISHING A HOOK

100% COTTON

EMBROIDERY

CHOOSE BETWEEN 10 LOVELY COLORS

Article  Sizes  MOQ
PRT50x100 50x100 cm 200 pcs
PRT70x140 70x140 cm 100 pcs
PRT90x180 90x180 cm  80 pcs

Terry towels are a timeless classic! With their many loops 
of thread they are highly absorbent. A must have item at 
home and at the pool or the beach - it will absorb large 
amounts of water, even after years of usage.

On terry towels we recommend to print simple, colorful 
designs like illustrations and logos. 

You can define your corporate colors using Pantone. Your 
chosen colors and design will be permanently applied with 
our reactive printing technology that creates a very sharp 
resolution - up to 720dpi. 

Feel free to create your best design and we will print it on 
your brand’s new terry towels.

You can choose between 2 different gsm on our superior terry 
material.  All our towels are made with love and 100 % cotton. 

Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in 
a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time: 4-6 weeks

Choose your own size, from the smallest 50x100 cm to the 
biggest 90x180 cm.

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the 
towel. 

SUPERIOR MATERIAL
superior terry 360 gsm
superior terry 480 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Sizes  pcs/box
50x100 cm   50 pcs
70x140 cm   30 pcs
90x180 cm   20 pcs

Printed terry towels
CUSTOM-MADE TOWELS
100 % COTTON, REACTIVE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY  

100% COTTON

LOGOSILLUSTRATIONS PANTONES

023
brilliant yellow

162 
oyal blue

red mix084
paprika red

224
black

001
white

143
baby blue

082
sunny orange

165
marine blue

blue mix
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Article  Sizes  Model  Sizes  pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
ST80x180 80x180 cm towel  sauna       1      20    20
ST80x140 80x140 cm kilt  lady S/M        1      20    20
ST80x740 80x170 cm kilt  lady L/XL       1      20    20
ST56x150 56x150 cm kilt  man S/M       1      20    20
ST73x170 73x170 cm kilt  man L/XL      1      20    20

Article  Sizes  Model  Sizes  pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
WT80x180 80x180 cm towel         5      30    30
WT80x140 80x140 cm kilt  lady S/M        1      40    40
WT80x170 80x170 cm kilt  lady L/XL       1      40    40
WT56x150 56x150 cm kilt  man S/M       1      40    40
WT56x170 56x170 cm kilt  man L/XL      1      40    40

Sauna towels and kilts have a unique and beautiful relief 
weaving. Kilts come in 2 different sizes both for women and 
men. Perfect for wellness. 
They can be personalised with fine embroidery of your 
choice.

Unique waffle material products, made both for men and 
women. Perfect for sauna, wellness and spa - custom made. 
Personalise these products with fine embroidery.

Our sauna towels and kilts are made with 100 % cotton and 
420 gsm terry material. The fabric is highly absorbent and soft 
to the touch, with relief weaving. Choose between two colors. 

Our waffle towels and kilts are made with 100 % cotton and 
a weaved in waffle material in 250 gsm. The fabric is highly 
absorbent and quick drying. Choose between white or ivory 
colors.

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with fine embroidery to your custom made towels.

Place of use: perfect for saunas, wellness, spas and homes...

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with fine embroidery to your custom made towels and kilts.

Place of use: perfect for saunas, wellness and spas...

Choose between a towel in the size of 80x180 cm, and 4 kilts with 2 different sizes for men and women.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 20 pieces.
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

Choose between a towel in the size of 80x180 cm and 4 kilts with 2 sizes for men and women.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) for towels is 30 pieces and for kilts it is 40 pieces.
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

STANDARD MATERIAL
terry 420 gsm

STANDARD MATERIAL
waffle 250 gsm

slika material od blizu

MATERIAL & COLORS MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

Sauna towels and kilts Waffle towels and kilts
100 % COTTON  
PRACTICAL, SOFT AND ELEGANT FOR PLEASURABLE MOMENTS

100 % COTTON  
HIGHLY ABSORBENT, LIGHT TO WEAR, COSY TOWELS

100% COTTON 100% COTTON

EMBROIDERY EMBROIDERY

CHOOSE BETWEEN 2 LOVELY COLORS CHOOSE BETWEEN 2 LOVELY COLORS

002
ivory

001
white

002
ivory

001
white
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Article  Sizes  Model  Sizes  pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
WT70x180 80x180 cm towel         3      30    30
WT73x150 80x140 cm kilt  lady S/M        1      30    30
WT73x170 80x170 cm kilt  lady L/XL       1      30    30
WT56x150 56x150 cm kilt  man S/M       1      30    30
WT56x170 56x170 cm kilt  man L/XL      1      30    30

Unique terry material products, made both for men and 
women. Perfect for sauna, wellness and spa - custom made. 
Personalise these products with fine embroidery.

Our quick dry towels and kilts are made with 100 % cotton 
and a weaved in terry material in 360 gsm. The fabric is highly 
absorbent anwhite or ivory colors.

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with fine embroidery to your custom made towels and kilts.

Place of use: perfect for saunas, wellness and spas...

Choose between a towel in the size of 80x180 cm and 4 kilts with 2 sizes for men and women.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) for towels is 30 pieces and for kilts it is 40 pieces.
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

STANDARD MATERIAL
terry 250 gsm

MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

Quick dry towels and kilts
100 % COTTON  
HIGHLY ABSORBENT AND COSY

100% COTTON

EMBROIDERY

CHOOSE BETWEEN 11 LOVELY COLORS

003
sand

086
poppy red

167
navy blue

082
sunny orange

162
royal blue

222
antracite grey

001
white

084
paprika red

023
brilliant yellow

159
blue caracao

177
lagoon green
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Article  Size  pcs/box moq
KH70x120 70x120 cm     30   30

A soft towel for our young ones, with a hood in the middle. 
Families and their kids love to use the hooded towel, both 
at home and at the pool or the beach. Personalise this 
product with some fine embroidery.

Our kids hooded towels are made with 100 % cotton and 360 
gsm terry material. The fabric is highly absorbent, light and 
soft to the touch.

Personalization: embroidery

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with embroidery on your kids hooded towel.

Place of use: bathroom, swimming pool, on the beach...

Available in the size of 70x120 cm, with a hood.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 30 pieces.
Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and on top 
there will be a sticker with the name and size of your towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

STANDARD MATERIAL
terry 360 gsm

MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

Unicolor kids hooded towels
100 % COTTON  
SWEET AND SOFT ESSENTIALS FOR KIDS

100% COTTON

EMBROIDERY

Article  Sizes
PBT75x75 75x75 cm
PBT100x100 100x100 cm

Article  Sizes  pcs/poly  pcs / box  moq
PBV75x75 75x75 cm      5      80    80
PRV100x100 100x100 cm      5      60    60

Our baby towels are made with 100 % cotton. You can choose 
between terry or velour material, both in 360 gsm. The fabric 
is highly absorbent, light and soft to the touch. They are all 
white, but the piping and embroidery is available in many 
different colors.

CHOOSE BETWEEN 18 LOVELY COLORS

Personalization: embroidery

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied on your baby towels with fine embroidery.

Place of use: at home

There are 2 sizes available - small 75x75 cm and big 100x100 cm.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the towel.

Terry Velour

STANDARD MATERIAL
terry 360 gsm
velour 360 gsm

MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

100% COTTON

EMBROIDERY

CHOOSE BETWEEN 11 LOVELY COLORS

003
sand

086
poppy red

167
navy blue

082
sunny orange

162
royal blue

222
antracite grey

001
white

084
paprika red

023
brilliant yellow

159
blue caracao

177
lagoon green

1001
ivory

1010
light pink

1005
paprika red

1014
dark green

1008
marine blue

1017
black

1003
lemon yellow

1012
light lime

1007
ocean blue

1016
grey

1000
white

1009
acqua

1004
brilliant yellow

1013
green

1002
sand

1011
light violet

1006
sky blue

1015
light grey

Our baby towels are made with soft cotton and a 
hood on the top. They are all nicely piped around 
the edges. Choose the piping colors and pro-
mote your brand with our fine embroidery - your 
clients with young families will love you for it!

Unicolor baby towels
100 % COTTON  
SWEET AND SOFT ESSENTIALS FOR KIDS
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Article  Size  moq
PRKH70x120 70x120 cm 100 pcs

A beautiful design makes it a unique product that your 
customers will surely remember you by. A custom made 
towel with a hood in the middle, perfect for at home use or 
for a visit at the pool or the beach...

Wrapping our baby in a comfortable and tender towel is a 
prestige. By adding your own unique design, you get a great 
promotional product. There is a hood on top and the whole 
towel is nicely piped around the edges.

There is almost no limit in creating a design for the kids 
hooded towel made with velour material. Its smooth surface 
allows us to print even the smallest of details... That is why we 
can print any photo, illustration, complex graphics or simple 
logos on velour. You can choose any pantone color for your 
design, as many as you want. On the other hand, kids hooded 
towels made with terry material are best for simpler, not as 
complex designs.

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our reactive printing technology that creates a very 
sharp resolution - up to 720dpi. Feel free to create your best 
design and we will print it on your new promotional towels 
for kids.

Baby towels made with terry material are best for simple 
designs. On the other hand, there is almost no limit in 
creating a design for the baby towels made with velour 
material. Its smooth surface allows us to print even the 
smallest of details... That is why we can print any photo, 
illustration, complex graphics or simple logos on velour. You 
can choose any pantone color for your design, as many as 
you want. Choose your own color for the piping around the 
edges.

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our reactive printing technology that creates a very 
sharp resolution - up to 720dpi. Feel free to create your best 
design and we will print it on your new baby towels.

All our towels are made with 100 % cotton. You can choose 
between our standard or superior material. Standard material 
is simpler & cheaper with a short cut velour - thinner, slightly 
harder material than superior.
Our superior material is a high quality velour with a long cut - 
very soft Italian fabric.

Our baby towels are made with 100 % cotton. You can choose 
between terry or velour material, both in 360 gsm. The fabric is 
highly absorbent, light and soft to the touch. 

Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in 
a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
standard material  3-4 weeks
superior material: 4-6 weeks

There are 5 towels folded inside a polybag and safely packed 
in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

Available in the size of 70x120 cm, with a hood.

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 100 pieces. 

Available in the size of 2 sizes. Minimum order quantity 
depends on the size of the baby towel.

STANDARD MATERIAL
standard velour 350 gsm
standard velour 420 gsm

SUPERIOR MATERIAL
superior velour 360 gsm

STANDARD MATERIAL
terry 360 gsm
velour 360 gms

COLORS AND DESIGNCOLORS AND DESIGN MATERIALMATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIMEPACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Size  pcs/box
70x120 cm     30

Sizes  pcs/poly  pcs/box
75x75 cm       5      80
100x100 cm       5      60

Printed kids hooded towelsPrinted baby towels
CUSTOM-MADE, 100 % COTTON
100 % COTTON, REACTIVE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY  

CUSTOM-MADE, 100 % COTTON
100 % COTTON, REACTIVE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY  

100% COTTON100% COTTON

PHOTOGRAPHIES

LOGOS

ILLUSTRATIONS

PANTONES

PHOTOGRAPHIES LOGOSILLUSTRATIONS PANTONES

Article  Sizes  moq
PRPBT75x75 75x75 cm  80
PRPBT75x75 100x100 cm  60

Article  Sizes  moq
PRPBV75x75 75x75 cm  80
PRPBV75x75 100x100 cm  60

Terry

Velour
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Article  Size  MOQ
PRVPO70x70 70x70 cm 100 pcs

One of our best selling products for kids! It is designed for 
an easy use, at home, at the pool or at the beach. Share 
your brand’s logo or make a creative design for this custom 
made poncho, so the kids will enjoy drying off and playing 
in them.

You are free to choose any Pantone colors, as many as you 
want. There is also no limit in creating a design for the kids 
poncho. Its smooth velour surface allows us to print even 
the smallest of details. That is why we can apply a hq photo, 
illustration, complex graphics or logos.  

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our reactive printing technology that creates a very sharp 
resolution - up to 720dpi. Make your own playful kid’s poncho 
and share your design with the world!

You can choose between our standard and superior material. 
*Standard is lighter and cheaper with a short cut velour - 
thinner, harder material.
*Superior material is velour with a long cut - made with very 
soft and high quality Italian fabric. All our towels are made 
with love and 100% cotton.

Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in 
a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
standard material  3-4 weeks
superior material: 4-6 weeks

Kids poncho comes in the size of 70x70 cm.

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 100 pieces.

STANDARD MATERIAL
standard velour 350 gsm
standard velour 420 gsm

SUPERIOR MATERIAL
superior velour 360 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Size  pcs/ box
70x70 cm   30 pcs

Printed kids ponchos
CUSTOM-MADE TOWELS
100 % COTTON, REACTIVE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY  

100% COTTON

PHOTOGRAPHIES LOGOSILLUSTRATIONS PANTONES
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Article  Sizes  MOQ
PRBSFL160x280 160x280 cm   15
PRBSFL220x280 220x280 cm   10
PRBSFL240x280 240x280 cm   10
PRBSFL260x280 260x280 cm    9

Article  Sizes  MOQ pcs/box
BSFL160x280 160x280 cm   15    15
BSFL220x280 220x280 cm   10    10
BSFL240x280 240x280 cm   10    10
BSFL260x280 260x280 cm    9     9

Article  Sizes  MOQ
PRBSPC40x40 40x40 cm   80
PRBSPC50x60 50x60 cm   70
PRBSPC50x70 50x70 cm   60
PRBSPC50x80 50x80 cm   60
PRBSPC60x80 60x80 cm   50
PRBSPC70x80 70x80 cm   50
PRBSPC80x80 80x80 cm   40

Article  Sizes  MOQ pcs/box
BSPC40x40 40x40 cm   80     80
BSPC50x60 50x60 cm   70     70
BSPC50x70 50x70 cm   60     60
BSPC50x80 50x80 cm   60     60
BSPC60x80 60x80 cm   50     50
BSPC70x80 70x80 cm   50     50
BSPC80x80 80x80 cm   40     40

Pillow casesPillow cases

Flat sheetFlat sheet

Duvet coversDuvet covers

Fitted sheetFitted sheet

Whatever bedding selection and colors suit your marketing 
concept, BearDream ensures you 100 % cotton fine yarn 
with quality confectioning and stitching. Promote your 
brand with some fine embroidery and your customers will 
feel like they are sleeping on a cotton cloud! Very strong 
weaving makes it easy to use for a long time, even after 
many washings. 

Article  Sizes  MOQ
PRBSFI90x200 90x200 cm   15
PRBSFI160x200 160x200 cm   10
PRBSFI180x200 180x200 cm   10
PRBSFI200x200 200x200 cm    9

Article  Sizes  MOQ pcs/box
BSFI90x200 90x200 cm   15    15
BSFI160x200 160x200 cm   10    10
BSFI180x200 180x200 cm   10    10
BSFI200x200 200x200 cm    9     9

Article      Sizes  MOQ
PRBSDC140x200     140x200 cm   10
PRBSDC150x200     150x200 cm   10
PRBSDC160x200     160x200 cm   10
PRBSDC155x210     155x210 cm   10
PRBSDC200x200     200x200 cm    8
PRBSDC200x220     200x220 cm    8
PRBSDC240x220     240x220 cm    7

Article  Sizes  MOQ pcs/box
BSDC140x200 140x200 cm   10     10
BSDC150x200 150x200 cm   10     10
BSDC160x200 160x200 cm   10     10
BSDC155x210 155x210 cm   10     10
BSDC200x200 200x200 cm    8      8
BSDC200x220 200x220 cm    8      8
BSDC240x220 240x220 cm    7      7

Unicolor bedding
100 % COTTON
BEAUTIFUL COLORS FOR EVERY HOME AND BEDROOM

100% COTTON

100% COTTON

Flawless high quality, bedding printed on request 
and an optional finishing with fine embroidery. 
Possible to print any complex or simple designs 
to the pillow case, duvet cover and flat or fitted 
sheet. A delicate way to promote your brand and 
share a message with your clients!     

There is almost no limit in creating a design for your bedding. 
Its smooth surface allows us to print even the smallest of 
details... That is why we can print any photo, illustration, 
complex graphics or simple logos on it. You can choose any 
pantone color for your design, as many as you want.

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our reactive printing technology that creates a very sharp 
resolution - up to 720dpi. Feel free to create your best design 
and we will print it on your new promotional bedding.

Our bedding is made with 100 % cotton and percale 200 per 
inch. Soft and durable material. Choose between 9 colors. All our bedding is made of 100 % cotton with 115 reinforce 

gsm. Smooth and durable material.

The bedding is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a 
box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
bedding, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time: 4-6 weeks

Personalization: embroidery.
Any logo, text or illustration can be applied to your bedding with fine embroidery.
Place of use: at home, in hotels, apartments...

Choose your own size of the pillow case or duvet cover. Pillow cases from 40x40 cm to 80x80 cm, duvet covers from 140x200 to 
155x200 cm. You can have your flat or fitted sheets as well.

Minimum order quantity depends on the size of a towel. For a set of pillow case or duvet cover minimum order should be 50 pcs

There are many sizes available for all our bedding products. Choose the ones that fit you and your brand best. Minimum order 
quantity (MOQ) is 1 box of each product.

Weight of each box is cca. 13 kg, and on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your bedding, along with the number 
of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time: 4-6 weeks

reinforce 115 gsm

percale 200

COLORS AND DESIGNMATERIAL & COLORS MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME
PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

Printed bedding
CUSTOM-MADE TEXTILE
100 % COTTON, REACTIVE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY  

PHOTOGRAPHIES LOGOSILLUSTRATIONS PANTONESEMBROIDERY

CHOOSE BETWEEN 9 LOVELY COLORS

144
soft blue

087 
jester red

125
light violet

221
light grey

223
shale taupe

001
white

006
pristine

007
chateau grey

167
navy blue
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Article  Sizes  pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
CF130x170 130x170 cm      1      15    15

Article  Sizes  pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
SF130x170 130x170 cm      1       8     8

Our blankets are the fluffiest of them all! Feel the softness of 
colors and warm up your customer’s hearts with coral fleece 
blankets of your choice. Personalisation is possible with fine 
embroidery.

Very thick, soft, cuddly and extremely warm! Give a gift of 
cosyness and personalise it with fine embroidery. Colorful 
sherpa blankets are made for cold winter days spent in the 
company of our family and friends.

Our unicolor blankets are made with 100 % coral fleece 280 
gsm. They are extremely soft and warm. Choose between 8 
different colors or take a look at our printed blankets if you 
wish to share unique colors and design.

Our sherpa blankets are made with 2 layers of 100 % coral 
fleece on 500 gsm. There is smooth surface on the top and 
underneath is the fluffy sherpa material. It is extremely soft 
and warm. Choose between 8 different colors or check out 
our printed sherpa blankets in order to insert your own colors 
and design.

CHOOSE BETWEEN 8 LOVELY COLORS CHOOSE BETWEEN 8 LOVELY COLORS

087
jester red

087
jester red

220
rustical grey

220
rustical grey

167
navy blue

167
navy blue

223
shale taupe

223
shale taupe

001
white

001
white

173
rustical green

173
rustical green

144
soft blue

144
soft blue

221
light grey

221
light grey

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied to your blankets with fine embroidery.

Place of use: perfect for homes, gardens, bars, at the spa, for traveling…

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied on your blankets with fine embroidery.

Place of use: perfect for homes, gardens, bars, at the spa, for traveling…

They come in the size of 130x170 cm. Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 15 blankets.
Each blanket is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 9 kg, and on 
top there will be a sticker with the name, size and number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

They come in the size of 130x170 cm.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 8 blankets.
Each blanket  is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 9 kg, and on 
top there will be a sticker with the name, size and number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

coral fleece 280 gsm 500 gsm, coral and sherpa fleece

MATERIAL & COLORS
MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

Unicolor fleece blankets Unicolor sherpa blankets
100 % CORAL FLEECE  
LUXURIOUSLY SOFT AND COMFORTABLE 

100 % CORAL FLEECE  
LUXURIOUSLY SOFT AND COMFORTABLE

CORAL FLEECECORAL FLEECE

EMBROIDERY EMBROIDERY
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Article  Sizes  pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
CF40x40  40x40 cm with zip     100   100
CF50x50  50x50 cm with zip      80    80

Article  Sizes pcs/poly  pcs/box  moq
LP2000  S/M      1      10    50
LP2000  L/XL      1      10    50

Every home deserves some colorful and soft cushions! Made out 
of polyester material, these cushion covers are super soft. Choose 
your own colors and promote your brand with fine embroidery.
They come with a zipper, so they’re easy to keep fresh and clean.

A sweet clothing with a rich collar and a pocket for hands, 
provides us with a chance to feel comfortable and warm wherever 
we are. The length of this product is a bit shorter than the home 
robe. The collar comes with an adjustable string.

Our coral cushions are made with 100 % coral fleece on 
280 gsm. Choose between 8 colors or check out our printed 
cushions, if you wish to share a unique printed design. 

Our pullovers are made with 100 % coral fleece in 280 gsm. 
They are very soft and warm. Choose between 8 different 
colors and check out our printed lounge pullovers, when you 
want to insert your own design.

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied to your cushions with fine embroidery.

Place of use: perfect for homes, bars, gardens, terraces...

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied to your pullover with fine embroidery.

Place of use: perfect for cold weather, at home or outside.

You can find cushions in 2 sizes, small 40x40 cm and big 50x50 cm.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the cushion cover.
Each cushion cover is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 9 kg, 
and on top there will be a sticker with the name, size and number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

You can choose between 2 sizes, small S/M and big L/XL.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 50 pieces.
Each pullover is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 9 kg, and on 
top there will be a sticker with the name of your pullover, size and number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

280 gsm, coral fleece
280 gsm, coral fleece

MATERIAL & COLORS MATERIAL & COLORS

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES SIZES, PACKAGING, DELIVERY TIME & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

Unicolor fleece cushions Lounge pulovers
100 % CORAL FLEECE  
LUXURIOUSLY SOFT, PLEASURABLE AND COMFORTABLE 

100 % CORAL FLEECE  
LUXURIOUSLY SOFT AND COMFORTABLE

EMBROIDERY EMBROIDERY

CORAL FLEECE CORAL FLEECE

CHOOSE BETWEEN 8 LOVELY COLORS CHOOSE BETWEEN 8 LOVELY COLORS

087
jester red

087
jester red

220
rustical grey

220
rustical grey

167
navy blue

167
navy blue

223
shale taupe

223
shale taupe

001
white

001
white

173
rustical green

173
rustical green

144
soft blue

144
soft blue

221
light grey

221
light grey
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Any design can be printed on these soft blankets. They are made 
to keep us comfortable and can be used at any kidns of outdoor 
evens, while incresing awareness of your brand. They are perfect to 
use at home as well.

Sherpa blankets areThanks to our high tech printing process the 
colors are permanently applied, yet the material remains so soft 
you cannot tell the design is printed.

Printed fleece blankets Printed sherpa blankets
CUSTOM-MADE BLANKETS
100 % POLYESTER, DISPERSE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY  

CUSTOM-MADE BLANKETS
100 % POLYESTER, DISPERSE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY  

Article  Sizes  moq
PRSF120X170 120x170 cm   60
PRSF130X170 130x170 cm   50

You can find a printed sherpa blankets in 2 sizes.
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the 
blanket.
Each blanket is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a 
box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 9 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name of your blankets, 
size and number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
5-6 weeks

You can find a printed sherpa blankets in 2 sizes: small 
120x170 cm and big 130x170 cm. It is possible to make also 
other sizes with fix width 170 cm.

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the 
blanket.

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Sizes  pcs poly  pcs/box
120x170 cm      1       8
130x170 cm      1       8

Each blanket is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in a 
box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is cca. 9 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name of your blankets, 
size and number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
4-5 weeks

You can find printed blankets in many sizes, from 80x120 to 
200x170 cm. Width of a blanket is always 170 cm, and you 
choose your own length.

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the 
blanket.

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Article  Sizes  moq
PRSB80x120 80x120 cm  120
PRSB100x170 100x170 cm   80
PRSB120x170 120x170 cm   64
PRSB130x170 130x170 cm   60
PRSB150x170 150x170 cm   52
PRSB200x170 200x170 cm   40

Sizes  pcs/poly  pcs/box
80x120 cm      1      30
100x170 cm      1      20
120x170 cm      1      16
130x170 cm      1      15
150x170 cm      1      13
200x170 cm      1      10

CORAL FLEECE

CORAL FLEECE

We recommend simple, colorful designs like illustrations and 
logos. You can define your corporate colors with Pantone. 

We print blankets with disperse printing technology, 
which allows the colors to be fixed permanently, in a sharp 
resolution - up to 360 dpi. Feel free to create your best design 
and we will print it on your new blankets.

We recommend simple, colorful designs like illustrations and 
logos. You can define your corporate colors with Pantone. 

We print blankets with disperse printing technology, 
which allows the colors to be fixed permanently, in a sharp 
resolution - up to 360 dpi. Feel free to create your best design 
and we will print it on your new sherpa blankets.

Our printed blankets are made of100 % coral fleece 280 gsm. 
It is extremely soft and warm.

They are made with 100 % coral fleece in 500 gsm. Extremely 
warm and soft. The design is printed is top (on the smooth 
coral fleece material), and below is the sherpa material -  in 
light beige color.

280 gsm, coral fleece
500 gsm, coral and sherpa fleece

COLORS AND DESIGN
COLORS AND DESIGN

MATERIAL MATERIAL

PHOTOGRAPHIES

LOGOS

ILLUSTRATIONS

PANTONES

PHOTOGRAPHIES

LOGOS

ILLUSTRATIONS

PANTONES
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Life with them is simply colorful, yet these cushions don’t offer 
only comfort and beauty, but also a great and creative way of 
sharing your own promotional message. Our cushion covers are 
made with strong materials, best quality printed logos and strong 
sewing - ready to wash again and again without colors fading or 
fabric wearing out. 

Every home needs some comfy and colorful cushions!
They come with a zipper, so it is very easy to clean and 
keep them fresh.
These are canvas cushion covers, that do not come with 
a cushion filling. 

Printed fleece cushion covers Unicolor cushion covers 
CUSTOM-MADE CUSHIONS
100 % POLYESTER, DISPERSE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY  

100 % COTTON
CHEERFUL AND UNFORGETTABLE CUSHION

Article  Sizes  Model  moq
PRSB40x40 40x40 cm with zip   205
PRSB50x50 50x50 cm with zip   180

Article      Sizes  Model pcs/poly pcs/box moq
CA40x40      40x40 cm   zip       5    250  250
CA50x50      50x50 cm   zip       5    150  150

Each cushion cover is folded inside a polybag and safely 
packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 
cca. 9 kg, and on top there will be a sticker with the name of 
your cushions, size and number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
4-5 weeks

Personalization: embroidery.

Any logo, text or illustration can be applied with embroidery 
to your custom made towel.

Place of use: perfect for homes, gardens, restaurants and 
bars...Choose between 2 sizes, small 40x40 cm and big 50x50 cm.

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the 
cushion cover.

Choose between 2 different sizes.
Minimum order quantity depends on the size of the cover.
They are folded in sets of 5 within a polybag and safely packed 
in a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
cushion covers, along with the number of pieces inside the 
box. 

Delivery time:
on stock

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES
PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

PERSONALIZATION & PLACE OF USE

Sizes  Model  pcs/box
40x40 cm with zip      80
50x50 cm with zip      70

CORAL FLEECE

We recommend simple, colorful designs like illustrations and 
logos. You can define your corporate colors with Pantone. 

We print cushion covers with disperse printing technology, 
which allows the colors to be fixed permanently, in a sharp 
resolution - up to 360 dpi. Feel free to create your best design 
and we will print it on your new coral fleece cushion covers.

Our cushion covers are made with 100 % coral fleece in 280 
gsm. They are very soft and come with a zipper.

They are made with 100 % cotton -  canvas material in 220 
gsm. The fabric is durable and the colors don’t wash off even 
years of usage. Choose between 11 colors for your cushion 
covers.

280 gsm, coral fleece

STANDARD MATERIAL
canvas 220 gsm

slika material od blizu

COLORS AND DESIGN

MATERIAL

MATERIAL & COLORS

PHOTOGRAPHIES

LOGOS

ILLUSTRATIONS

PANTONES

100% COTTON

CHOOSE BETWEEN 11 LOVELY COLORS

001
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

001
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

001
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

001
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

001
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

001
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

001
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

001
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

001
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

001
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

001
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

EMBROIDERY
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Life with them is simply colorful, yet these cushions don’t offer 
only comfort and beauty, but also a great and creative way of 
sharing your own promotional message. Our cushion covers are 
made with strong materials, best quality printed logos and strong 
sewing - ready to wash again and again without colors fading or 
fabric wearing out. 

Printed cushion covers
CUSTOM-MADE ALL OVER PRINTED
100 % COTTON, PIGMENT DIGITAL PRINTING  

Article  Sizes  Model  moq
PRSB40x40 40x40 cm with zip   205
PRSB50x50 50x50 cm with zip   180

Each cushion cover is folded inside a polybag and safely 
packed in a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 
cca. 13 kg, and on top there will be a sticker with the name of 
your cushions, size and number of pieces inside the box.

Delivery time:
4-5 weeks

Choose between 2 sizes, small 40x40 cm and big 50x50 cm.

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) depends on the size of the 
cushion cover.

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Sizes  Model  pcs/box
40x40 cm with zip      80
50x50 cm with zip      70

We recommend simple, colorful designs like illustrations and 
logos. You can define your corporate colors with Pantone.

We print cushion covers with reactive printing technology, 
which allows the colors to be fixed permanently, in a sharp 
resolution - up to 360 dpi. Feel free to create your best design 
and we will print it on your new cushion covers.

Our cushion covers are made with 100 % coral fleece in 280 
gsm. They are very soft and come with a zipper.

STANDARD MATERIAL
canvas 165 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN

MATERIAL

PHOTOGRAPHIES

LOGOS

ILLUSTRATIONS

PANTONES

100% COTTON
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